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Abstract
Introduction:

This study aims to determine if there is a difference in the CAPRA and Kattan model-adjusted risk of
biochemical recurrence (BCR) and/or adverse pathology between African American (AAM) and Caucasian
men (CM) undergoing radical prostatectomy (RP).

Methods:

We identi�ed men in the Pennsylvania Urologic Regional Collaborative (PURC) who underwent radical
prostatectomy (RP). Cox proportional hazards regression models were used to compare the rate of BCR
after RP between CM and AAM adjusting for the CAPRA, CAPRA-S, and pre- and post-operative Kattan
model score. Logistic regression models were used to compare the rate of adverse pathology after RP
between CM and AAM, adjusting for the same models.

Results:

The 2-year BCR free survival was lower in AAM (72.5%) compared to Caucasian men (CM) (79.0%), with a
hazard ratio (HR) of 1.38 (95% CI 1.16-1.63, p<0.001). The rate of BCR was signi�cantly greater in AAM
compared to CM after adjustment for pre-op Kattan (HR 1.29; 95% CI 1.08-1.53; p=0.004), and post-op
Kattan scores (HR 1.26; 95% CI 1.05-1.49; p<0.001). There was a trend towards higher BCR rates among
AAM after adjustment for CAPRA (HR 1.13; 95% CI 0.95-1.35; p=0.17) and CAPRA-S (HR 1.11; 95% 0.93-
1.32; p=0.25), which did not reach statistical signi�cance. The overall rate of adverse pathology was
similar between AAM (38.4%) and CM (37.8%) (OR 1.02; 95% CI 0.89-1.17; p=0.72) but was signi�cantly
greater in AAM compared to CM after adjusting for CAPRA (OR 1.28; 95% CI 1.10-1.50; p=0.001) and
Kattan scores (OR 1.23; 95% CI 1.06-1.43; p=0.007).

Conclusion:

Our analysis from a large multicenter real world cohort provides further evidence that African American
men may have a greater-than predicted rate of BCR and adverse pathology after RP than is currently
predicted by CAPRA and Kattan models. Accordingly, AAM may bene�t from more frequent use of
adjuvant therapies.

Introduction:
Risk strati�cation for patients diagnosed with localized prostate cancer is a fundamental tool for
physicians in guiding decision-making and counseling.1,2 Patients identifying as African American men
(AAM) have consistently been found to have a higher risk of biochemical recurrence (BCR) for localized
prostate cancer compared to Caucasian men (CM).2–7 Despite this consistent observation, race is not
included in many of the most commonly used prostate cancer prediction models. The current literature is
con�icting; some studies have found race to be a signi�cant predictor of BCR independent of disease-
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speci�c parameters,2–5 while other studies have failed to identify race as a signi�cant predictor after
adjustment for disease-speci�c variables such as PSA and biopsy grade.6, 7

The CAPRA and CAPRA-S scores8 and Kattan pre- and post-operative nomograms9 are some of the most
popular prediction models used for risk strati�cation in men with localized prostate cancer.2 Race was
not included as a �nal model parameter in the CAPRA score or Kattan Nomogram for prediction of
biochemical recurrence (BCR). The CAPRA score and Kattan nomogram were developed using data
predominantly from Caucasian men (CM), and thus these models may not be as generalizable to a
population with a larger proportion of AAM. CAPRA-S10 and the Kattan nomogram employed in the post-
operative setting11 are subject to the same critique of underrepresentation of AAM in population used to
develop the models.

This study attempts to determine if race is an independent predictor of BCR for localized prostate cancer
after adjustment for CAPRA and Kattan Nomogram scores using data from the Pennsylvania Urologic
Regional Collaborative (PURC), a diverse dataset of patients from major Urologic practices across the
states of Pennsylvania and New Jersey.

Materials And Methods:

Patients:
The PURC is a prospective quality improvement collaborative of diverse urology practices in
Pennsylvania and New Jersey, with the goal of improving the quality of care provided during the
diagnosis, management, and treatment of patients with prostate cancer. At the time of writing this
manuscript, PURC consists of eleven practices, including the University of Pennsylvania, Fox Chase
Cancer Center, Geisinger Health System, Einstein Health Network, Urology Health Specialists, Penn State
Milton S. Hershey Medical Center, Temple University Hospital, MD Anderson at Cooper University Hospital,
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, University of Pittsburgh Medical Center, and Rutgers Cancer
Institute of New Jersey.

The PURC data registry was queried for patients > 18 years of age who underwent radical prostatectomy
(RP) as the primary treatment for localized prostate cancer between 2014–2021. Patients were excluded
if they had a PSA < 2 ng/mL (as was excluded in the CAPRA training population)8, < 6 prostate biopsy
cores obtained during pre-RP biopsy, clinical stage of T4, N1 or M1, received neoadjuvant or adjuvant
hormonal, radiation, chemotherapy, or immunotherapy, or had missing data from the model parameters
used to calculate pre-operative predictive models (age, pre-operative PSA, prostate biopsy data, clinical
stage), post-operative predictive models (age, �nal pathology, pre-operative PSA), or who did not self-
identify as Caucasian or African American. In our analysis of biochemical recurrence, patients were
additionally excluded who had fewer than 2 surveillance PSA’s after RRP. In our analysis of adverse
pathology, patients were excluded who were missing pathologic grade and/or stage.
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Outcomes:
The primary outcome measured was rate of biochemical recurrence (BCR) after RP, where BCR was
de�ned as post-RP surveillance PSA > 0.2, and/or initiation of secondary treatment including radiation
therapy, chemotherapy, immunotherapy, and/or androgen deprivation therapy (ADT). Secondary analysis
measured rate of adverse pathology found on RP specimen, which was de�ned as extra-prostatic
extension (EPE), lymph node invasion (LNI), seminal vesicle invasion (SVI), or Gleason grade group of 4
or greater.

Statistical Analysis:
The CAPRA, CAPRA-S, pre-operative Kattan, and post-operative Kattan model scores were calculated for
each patient.8–11 Patient baseline characteristics were compared using median and interquartile range
(IQR) for numeric data, and patient count and percentage for categorical data. Statistical signi�cance
was tested using the Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test for numeric data, the Chi-Square test for two group
categorical data comparisons, and the Kruskall-Wallis tests for 3 or more group categorical data
comparisons.

Kaplan-Meier curves and accompanying number at risk tables were generated for risk of BCR after RP
strati�ed by race. Log-rank tests were used to determine statistical signi�cance. Cox proportional hazard
(CPH) models were used to determine the rate of BCR between AAM and CM adjusted by model score.
Hazard ratios and corresponding 95% con�dence intervals (CI’s) for model parameters were calculated
from the CPH model and tested for signi�cance. Harrell’s concordance indices were also calculated for
each CPH model.

A logistic regression was generated to determine the rate of advanced pathology in AAM and CM. Odds
Ratios (OR) and corresponding CI’s were calculated from the regression model. This was then adjusted
for model score, and again OR and 95% CI were calculated and tested for statistical signi�cance.

Statistical analyses were made using R 4.1.2 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).

Results:
The PURC comprised of 6,579 men who underwent RP for prostate cancer. Figure 1 shows the number of
patients excluded from our analyses due to exclusion criteria. After application of exclusion criteria, 3,190
(48%) and 3,096 (47%) patients remained in the cohort of men analyzed for rate of BCR for the pre-
operative (CAPRA, pre-op Kattan), and post-operative (CAPRA-S, post-op Kattan) models, respectively.
Race was not provided in 12% of patients in PURC. In the cohort of men used to determine rates of
adverse pathology, 5,029 (76%) patients remained after applying exclusion criteria.

Table 1 compares baseline characteristics between AAM and CM in the cohort used for the survival
analysis in predicting BCR in the pre-operative model. In the pre-operative model cohort, AAM were
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younger (72.6% vs. 65.3% age < 70; p < 0.001), had higher Gleason grade group on prostate biopsy (15.3%
vs. 20.2% GGG 1; p = 0.01), higher rates of seminal vesicle invasion (17.7% vs. 11.82%; p < 0.001), and a
greater proportion of positive margins (36.3% vs. 32.1%; p = 0.04) at RP. Similar results were seen for the
post-operative model cohort, except no signi�cant difference was found for biopsy Gleason grade (15.4%
vs 20.1% GGG1; p = 0.25) between AAM and CM.

The Kaplan-Meier curve comparing BCR-free survival between AAM and CM is shown in (Fig. 2). AAM had
signi�cantly higher rates of recurrence than CM (log rank p-value < 0.001). The 2-year BCR-free survival
was calculated at 79.0% in CM, and 72.5% in AAM corresponding to a Hazard Ratio of 1.38 (95% CI 1.16–
1.63; p < 0.001).

In the multivariable Cox proportional hazards model, the risk of BCR in AAM compared to CM was greater
after adjusting for the pre-operative Kattan (HR 1.29; 95% CI 1.08–1.53; p = 0.004), and post-operative
Kattan scores (HR 1.26; 95% CI 1.05–1.49; p < 0.001). Trends were seen towards a higher rate of BCR in
AAM when adjusting for the CAPRA (HR 1.13, 95% CI 0.95–1.34, p = 0.17) and CAPRA-S scores (HR 1.11;
95% CI 0.93–1.32; p = 0.25), although this did not reach statistical signi�cance. All prediction model
scores were signi�cantly associated with increased risk of BCR (Table 2, Fig. 3). Concordance indices
were calculated for the �tted Cox proportional hazard models for both AAM and CM, and compared in
(Table 3).

Overall rates of adverse pathology were similar between AAM (38.4%) and CM (37.8%) (OR 1.02; 95% CI
0.89–1.17; p = 0.72). However, in logistic regression analysis, after adjusting for risk models, the rate of
adverse pathology was found to be signi�cantly greater in AAM compared to CM after adjusting for both
CAPRA score (OR 1.28; 95% CI 1.10–1.50; p = 0.001), and the pre-op Kattan score (OR 1.23; 95% CI 1.06–
1.43; p = 0.007) (Table 4, Fig. 4).

Discussion:
The �ndings of the current study suggest that AAM have higher rates of both BCR and adverse pathology
after RP compared to CM as would be predicted by both the CAPRA and Kattan risk models. After
adjusting for both the pre-operative and post-operative Kattan risk models, we observed a signi�cantly
higher rate of BCR among AAM. After adjusting for the CAPRA and CAPRA-S models, there was a trend
towards higher rates of BCR in AAM, though this did not reach statistical signi�cance. Further, the rate of
adverse pathology was demonstrated to be signi�cantly greater in AAM compared to CM after adjusting
for CAPRA and Kattan risk models.

Although there have been multiple prediction models developed for prediction of BCR in men with
localized prostate cancer, the D’Amico classi�cation, CAPRA score, and Kattan nomogram hold a majority
stake in clinical practice. In a recent national survey of Urologists and Radiation Oncologists, only 8.7% of
physicians used a model other than D’Amico classi�cation, CAPRA scores, or Kattan nomograms for
counseling and clinical decision making in men with localized prostate cancer.2 The D’Amico risk model
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bins patients into 3 risk strata according to risk of BCR, whereas the CAPRA and Kattan models output a
numeric risk score which we was more informative for the analysis performed in this study. Both the
CAPRA score and Kattan nomograms do not include race as a model parameter for prediction of BCR;
however, the training databases that were used to determine model parameters were comprised of a
small proportion of AAM compared to CM. Even though these models were subsequently validated on
patient cohorts with larger relative numbers of AAM, only a few studies have tested the predictive value of
race in the determination of risk of BCR when applied to cohorts with greater proportions of AAM.13,14

In similar studies of the Shared Equal Access Regional Cancer Hospital (SEARCH) and Duke Prostate
Cancer (DPC) datasets, the authors attempted to determine if there was less discriminatory accuracy of
prostate cancer risk models in prediction of BCR in AAM compared to CM.13 After adjusting for the
CAPRA and Kattan models, AAM were found to have a higher rate of BCR than CM in both the SEARCH
and DPC patient cohorts, which was found to be at or approaching statistical signi�cance for each
model. Additionally, they found that the concordance indices were greater for AAM than CM in DPC, but
lower in AAM than CM in SEARCH. Although the authors interpreted the con�icting c-indices as
demonstrating an absence of systematic bias of model performance towards one race, these results may
be better explained by intrinsic differences between the two databases, in which there were lower rates of
BCR in the DPC cohort and higher rates of BCR in the SEARCH cohort. In a population with a low rate of
BCR, model discriminatory accuracy would be expected to be greater for AAM who have higher rates of
BCR, whereas in a population with high rates of BCR model discrimination would be expected to be lower
for AAM.

In our analysis of a patient cohort from PURC, we demonstrate a consistently greater rate of BCR in AAM
compared to CM for each model. Our results were found to be statistically signi�cant after adjusting for
the Kattan models, but not for CAPRA models. In our secondary analysis, we found AAM to have a 28%
greater rate of adverse pathology after adjusting for the CAPRA model, and a 23% increased rate after
adjusting for the Kattan model, both of which were found to be statistically signi�cant. Notably, the rates
of adverse pathology between AAM and CM without adjustment were similar. This �nding may be due to
the PURC patient composition comprising relatively equal proportions of AAM and CM with adverse
pathology despite signi�cant differences in their pre-operative risks, as a high level of statistical
signi�cance was met after adjustment for prostate cancer risk models.

In our analysis of adverse pathology, we observed statistically signi�cant differences between CM and
AAM after adjusting for both models, whereas our analysis of BCR only reached statistical signi�cance
when adjusting for the Kattan models. This difference may be explained by the larger cohort size used to
predict adverse pathology compared to the cohort used to predict BCR. The BCR cohort had a larger
number of patients excluded due to missing surveillance PSA data, decreasing the statistical power for
this analysis. The overall trend towards BCR in this study demonstrates a higher risk in AAM compared to
CM, despite statistical signi�cance not being met in the CAPRA and CAPRA-S models.
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We found greater differences in concordance indices between AAM and CM for the CAPRA score (AAM
0.715 vs CM 0.751) compared to the Kattan model score (AAM 0.733 vs CM 0.736). These results are in
agreement with previous studies that showed a small, although potentially clinically insigni�cant result in
comparing c-indices between separate cohorts for AAM and CM.13,14 We did not employ c-indices as a
key point of comparison for this study because it has poor utility in comparing alternative models within
the same dataset, as we performed in this analysis. Harrell’s concordance index is useful as an intuitive
statistic in demonstrating global model discriminative accuracy; however, the c-index has no penalty for
differences in discrimination between model certainty (i.e. 100 vs 51%). As a result, some results seem
counter-intuitive; for example, in comparisons between the pre-operative Kattan models, the addition of
race as a covariate decreases the c-index, although the likelihood ratio is, in fact, greater.

The limitations of this study include the use of a retrospective cohort and relying on self-reporting race
with approximately 12% of this data missing in PURC. Additionally, our smaller patient cohort for the
survival analysis in prediction of BCR was likely underpowered compared to our patient cohort used to
assess rates of adverse pathology. Further, PURC represents a regional cohort and may not be
generalizable across the general population. This study also does not distinguish whether the greater
rates of adverse pathology and biochemical recurrence seen in AM compared to predicted models are
related to underlying tumor biology and/or access to care. In a recent study analyzing prostatectomy
rates in PURC, a signi�cantly greater number of CM underwent RP compared to AM during the COVID
pandemic, which demonstrates non-medical determinants of health may play a role.16

Conclusion:
We found that BCR in AAM compared to CM was approximately29% higher after adjustment for the
Kattan pre-operative model, 26% for the Kattan post-operative model, 13% after adjustment for CAPRA
score, and 11% after adjustment for CAPRA-S. In combination with the results seen from a similar
analysis of the DPC and SEARCH cohorts, the results seem to suggest that AAM have greater risk of BCR
than is predicted by CAPRA and Kattan risk models. Accordingly, AAM should be counseled and may
bene�t from more frequent and prompt use of adjuvant therapies to mitigate this disparity, although
further investigation is warranted.
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Tables 1 to 4 are available in the Supplementary Files section.
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Figure 1

Legend not included with this version.
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Figure 2

Legend not included with this version.

Figure 3
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Legend not included with this version.

Figure 4

Legend not included with this version.
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